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1. Introduction 
The unprecedented growth of urbanization in India requires comprehensive and carefully 
planned infrastructure and real estate development. This sector has witnessed high growth in 
recent past due to the rise in demand from various demand quarters such as office space, 
residential apartments and other types of commercial and social infrastructure needs. The role 
of real estate developers has been instrumental in shaping up the face of India by creating 
world class commercial building, state-of-the art residential townships, sprawling shopping 
malls and creation of sector specific industrial parks all over the country. 

A well-regulated real estate sector coupled with enabling policy regime is a potential game-
changer for realizing the dream of building towns and cities of the future. A planned and 
aesthetically built environment can contribute to the economic and social wellbeing of not just 
the present owners and users but also to meet needs and changing requirements of future 
generations. Recent reforms measures such as introduction of RERA, policy push for smart 
city mission and provision of low-cost affordable housing etc. are right steps in the right 
direction towards a transparent, progressive and investor-friendly real estate market.    
 
A comprehensive policy for the real estate sector can become one of the major building blocks 
for the growth of the urban economy in Jammu & Kashmir Union Territory (UT). It is expected 
to reduce economic costs through reduced transaction time, attract new investments and 
address issues of equity and employment. An easy to understand and implementable policy 
for the sector can bring in clarity in the roles played by various stakeholders, forge partnerships 
and protect the interests of the weaker sections of the society. 
 
The Housing & Urban development Department (H&UDD), Government of Jammu and 
Kashmir, for the first time, has therefore formulated a comprehensive policy for the 
development and regulation of the real estate sector in the UT. The policy seeks to facilitate 
the process as well as protect and promote interests of various stakeholders.  

 
The policy envisages simplification of procedures under various acts, rules and regulations 
implemented by different departments of the government and their agencies. It proposes 
integration of workflow for the stakeholders and promotes citizen-friendly decision making by 
bringing in digital technology applications. Thereby, it seeks to bring in greater clarity, 
transparency and accountability in the roles and functions of all stakeholders. 
 
The Government of Jammu and Kashmir is taking the lead for increasing supply of high-quality 
real-estate assets and housing through facilitating the development of integrated commercial 
spaces and townships. Consistent with the overall vision of the Central Government, the 
Government of Jammu & Kashmir’s role would be to support and facilitate the real estate 
market operations and to regulate it, only to the extent necessary to realize and catalyze the 
objectives of state-of-the-art development. To provide a framework for the development of 
townships and to regulate the functions of the participants in such transactions, the 
Government of Jammu and Kashmir is notifying this policy to give impetus to the new order of 
economy in the UT, while also creating high quality living & working environments with 
adequate infrastructure and services, in the form of suitable integrated townships. 
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2. Need of the Real Estate Policy 
With the passage of time, the concept and meaning of what constitutes the real estate sector 
has undergone a lot of changes. The role of private sector, especially commercial developers, 
has gone through massive transformation, be it for residential, commercial (including industry, 
business, warehousing etc.) or for infrastructure in education and health sectors. Today, a 
developer addresses these requirements largely through composite or integrated projects, 
making the real estate sector a principal building block for planned urban development. The 
government’s goal is “Housing for all and sustainable urban development”. A comprehensive 
policy for the real estate sector has, therefore, become a need felt by the UT government and 
other principal stakeholders which include developers and builders, both in the private and 
public sectors, town planners and architects, local governments, and most importantly the 
citizen, who shall own, occupy and utilize the built environment. 

 
3. Policy Objectives 

 

 To promote economic development and sustainability in all dimensions of Urban & Rural 
development. 

 To facilitate and accelerate the creation of adequate housing stock for all sections of the 
society with special emphasis on EWS & LIG to bring down the housing shortage to zero 
level. 

 To facilitate and promote public private partnerships in Real Estate Development. 
 Enhancing Ease of Doing Business (EoDB) by reducing transaction time and costs, 

improving transparency in decision making and accountability in execution. 
 Boost economic development and direct international & domestic investments by   giving 

guidance to private investors. 
 Attracting new investments and expanding employment and contributing to growth of 

planned neighborhoods and livable cities. 
 

4. Modifications and Innovations 
The policy proposes a large number of measures for strengthening, simplifying and de-
mystifying development of the real estate sector in the UT. 

 
5. Planning and Land Management 

Real estate thrives on immovable assets created on land, which is scarce and valuable. To 
ensure sustained and planned growth of the sector, measures for increasing land use 
efficiency, maintaining a balance between competing requirements, and for the protection of 
the existing green spaces as well as developing new open and green spaces will be 
implemented. Jammu and Kashmir, with its distinct development pattern of rural – urban 
continuum demonstrates a wide variety of housing typologies. The urban and rural housing 
typologies provide for sensitive planning and architectural design features to blend with nature 
and take care of extreme climatic conditions across its distinct geographical regions. The 
vernacular, traditional and local housing typologies in both rural and urban housing would 
need to be nurtured, conserved and suitably adapted to contemporary construction material 
and technology options. The blending of rich architectural heritage and the housing typologies 
into the new urban – rural skylines would be a thrust area for action in public and private 
housing programs. The policy aims to ensure “Development of Sustainable Human 
Settlements & Housing for All” leading to a better quality of life for the citizenry by leveraging 
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potential of all the stakeholders. The Policy provides a road map of actionable tasks pertaining 
to institutional, legal, regulatory and financial initiatives to be taken by the government 
pertaining to—supply of serviced land modification of Acts/ Bye-laws technology promotion 
infrastructure provision guidelines for developers in relation to housing and infrastructure 
projects Slum improvement, etc. 

 
The policy provides a framework to motivate, guide and encourage private sector, NGOs, and 
suitable feedback for local authorities and ULBs to re-orient their perception and strategy 
towards increased supply of land, shelter and services at affordable prices.  
Land is the most critical input considering the specific requirements of housing and urban 
infrastructure projects, both in public and private sector. The existing land acquisition process 
would be amended to incorporate the landowners as stakeholders in the housing 
development.  
 
Land assembly and development by private sector would be encouraged ensuring the stakes 
of the landowners, for which modalities can be adopted from the successful models developed 
by progressive states in India. The authorities without going into the compulsory land 
acquisition would either partner with private players on equity basis or facilitate land assembly 
by private acquisition or pooling through private developers as done by other development 
authorities in other states. 
 
Statutory planning process will be standardized with the objective of sustainable planning and 
development, and shall inter-alia have in-built land suitability analysis for ensuring that the 
housing is not built in flood absorption basins, flood plains, prime agriculture areas, disaster 
prone and vulnerable areas. 
 

6. Development of Alternative land Development Models 
Alternative land development models such as land pooling will be promoted to benefit the 
landowners. A transparent mechanism for valuation of land, contribution of landowners and 
time bound execution of schemes shall be the hallmark of land pooling guidelines to be issued 
by H&UDD. Developers intending to develop townships having Power of Attorney from land 
owners will be considered for the development of the scheme 
 

 
7. Master Plan 

Master Plan is a vital document in envisaging the planned development of a designated area, 
enforced through legal and regulatory measures. However, development norms in different 
cities can result in lack of clarity in the minds of investors and purchasers as well as pose a 
challenge for enforcement agencies. Master Plans will be prepared, bearing in mind factors 
such as optimizing land use between competing interests, paying attention to the protection 
of inherent character of a city through sustainable development and through participatory 
planning. 

 
7.1 No requirement of NOC for conversion of land use within notified areas/ 

Master Plan areas: 
G.O. No 138-Rev(S) of 2016 dated 7-10-2016 specifies that utilization of land falling within the 
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municipal limits or within the jurisdiction of development authorities would be strictly restricted 
to the land use specified in the respective master plans. By medium of this policy it is further 
elucidated that no NOC will be required from revenue authorities for conversion of land use 
and it shall be strictly as per land use of the master plan. 
 

8. PPP Model: An Attractive Prospect for Government of Jammu and Kashmir 
Public Private Partnership (PPP) would be effectively used to tab compelling opportunity in 
Jammu and Kashmir Real Estate market. Collaboration between the public and private sectors 
not only creates huge pool of resources but also carries inherent benefits that help to address 
stake holder concerns. 
 

9. Commercial Real Estate in Tourism & Entertainment Sector, Heritage 
Conservation, through Public Private Partnership 

There are various archaeological monuments in Urban as well as in Rural areas. PPP with an 
incentive-based approach would be adopted to facilitate economic/commercial activities along 
with conservation of the sites having the heritage value. Special provisions for conservation of 
heritage sites would be shaped by employing convergence between Department of Tourism, 
Department of Housing & Urban Development and Department of Rural Development through 
PPP. 
 

10. Affordable Housing Schemes 
 Developing affordable housing faces significant challenges due to several economic, 

regulatory and other urban issues. Lack of availability of serviced land, rising threshold   
costs of construction, regulatory issues and access to housing finance are some of the 
major constraints which impact the ability of a common man to buy a house in the 
organized sector.  

 The Government will act as a facilitator and enabler in collaboration with other   agencies 
for the development of affordable housing projects, Integrated Townships and other 
Infrastructure Development Projects with a view to give a boost to affordable housing 
stock. 

 
 

11. Parameters for Affordable Housing 
 

Parameter EWS LIG 
Carpet Area (sqm) 30 sqm  31sqm - 60 sqm 
Layout and Specification As prescribed by the 

Government 
As prescribed by the 
Government 

Max Selling Price  As prescribed by the 
Government 

As prescribed by the 
Government 

 
I. Carpet area - net usable area of house 

II. Built up area – Carpet area +walls + Stairs + Lift + Lobby passage 
III. Rain water harvesting, and waste disposable should be mandatory for all the projects. 
IV. Provision of internal Civic infrastructure like internal roads, drainage, street light, parks 

within campus will be made by the developer. 
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V. The responsibility of Operation & Maintenance will be that of housing beneficiary’s 
association for the execution of which developer will provide them with necessary training. 

VI. Government may notify infrastructure cum basic amenities charges to be paid by the 
beneficiaries. 

 
12. Incentives to Private Developers 

I. Affordable housing schemes can be carried out in all areas except in restricted zone 
declared by Government. 

II. Under affordable housing policy the plots (for affordable as well as free sale both type of 
constructions) on which affordable categories of EWS / LIG houses are built will be eligible 
for FSI up to 3 on the same plot. This FSI can be utilized only on plots where affordable 
houses are built and cannot be transferred to some other place. 

III. The developer is free to undertake any kind of construction on that portion of land which 
is other than the land used for affordable housing. On this extra land the developer is 
eligible to make commercial construction at 10% of the total construction. 

IV. The developer can be given exemption from municipal charges only for sub-plots that are 
used for construction of EWS / LIG category houses. 

V. The developer is entitled to receive tax benefits announced for such projects by the 
Central Government and can be obtained from authorized department. 
 

13. Permission Required for Development 
I. Beneficiaries eligible for affordable housing will be given only as much public land as 

required for the construction of their houses on 99-year lease. 
II. The ownership of the land will be vested with the agency responsible for implementation 

of the project. 
III. Only UT level prescribed authority shall have the power to grant concessions in any 

criterion. 
IV. Scrutiny of applications made by developer can only be done by implementing agency or 

by appropriate prescribed agency. 
V. Permission for development shall be granted within prescribed time limit by relevant 

Authority through fast track single window system. 
 

14. Models of Affordable Flatted Housing (EWS/LIG) 
Model 1: Private Developer on Private Land 

I. This model aims at incentivizing private developers to develop affordable housing scheme 
on their private land. 

II. Private developers willing to participate and develop housing scheme under this policy 
can construct EWS/ LIG houses as per the following criteria: 

a. The built –up area of EWS/LIG type houses should be 20% of total number of 
houses or 40% of total built up whichever is higher. 

b. The number of units in each category should be finalized by implementation 
agency 

 
Model 2: Private Developer on Government Land 

I. According to this model, private developer can construct LIG/ EWS type houses on land 
available with the government and development authorities 

II. Selection process of private builder will be done through open and transparent tender 
process. 

III. Tender process should be as per the procurement policy followed by the Government 
IV. Developer offering maximum built-up for EWS/ LIG type affordable houses will be 

selected. The remaining built up can be utilized for free sale by the developer. Minimum 
percentage of built up area of affordable housing would be 60% of the total area. 
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V. Implementing agency will authorize payment to the selected developer for construction 
on getting quality and progress related certification from the appointed PMC/ TPI by 
beneficiaries' bank 

VI. The implementing agency for this model will be Housing and Urban Development 
Department 

VII. Private developer will get land on transferrable lease of 99 years 
 
General Provisions for Public-Private-Participation (PPP) Models 

I. Such schemes will have at least 250 housing units 
II. The amount recovered from beneficiary in addition to meet construction cost, will be 

deposited in Housing Infrastructure Fund for the purpose of providing trunk infrastructure 
and basic amenities. For provision of basic amenities, the amount remaining after 
construction or actual cost per square meter, whichever is lower can only be recovered. 

III. Free sale development can be started by the developer only after completion of at least 
33% of the affordable housing scheme. 

IV. Completion certificate for affordable housing scheme shall be issued only after giving 
possession of affordable houses to beneficiaries. 

V. The developer can prepare list of beneficiaries as per the parameters laid down in the 
policy guidelines. However, the final list of allottees will have to be approved by the 
implementing agency. 

VI. On allotment of affordable housing, beneficiary will have to pay 10 % of total price (or 50 
% of 20 % of the total price as down payment). The remaining amount (10%) can be paid 
within 3 months. 

VII. Payment will be released to the developer by implementation agency separately 
proportionate to completed phases of construction. Beneficiaries’ allotment can be 
cancelled if he/she fails to make payment within stipulated time.  

VIII. Within 3 months after completion, implementation agency will form association of 
beneficiaries for the purpose of operations and maintenance of Affordable Housing 
scheme. 

 
15. Details of Allotment Procedure to Beneficiaries 

I. Under affordable housing schemes beneficiaries shall be defined as families 
II. For this policy those beneficiaries will be eligible who do not have houses within the 

radius of 8 kilometers of a municipal corporation limit or urban development authority 
limit, within 5 kilometers of municipality limit radius, or within 3 kilometers of other 
remaining municipality limit 

III. Housing benefits through ULBs can be claimed by only those   beneficiaries who have 
been living in the respective cities/urban area for at least three years 

IV. Before determining eligibility, applications must be invited from prospective beneficiaries 
V. Under this scheme the implementing agency shall allot houses to those beneficiaries 

who qualify as per criteria. List of beneficiaries will be finalized before development work 
begins. 

VI. Beneficiaries can get assistance from developer/ implementing agency to obtain loans 
from financial institutions. 

VII. Beneficiaries of EWS/LIG housing will not be permitted to sell their allotted houses or 
sublet them for at least 7 years. 

 

16. Group Housing Schemes/Integrated Townships 
I. Group Housing scheme (01-10 Acres) 

II. Small Integrated Township Scheme (10-50 Acres) 
III. Large Integrated Township Scheme (Above 50 Acres) 
IV. Special Township Scheme (Above 50 Acres) 
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16.1 Group Housing/ Flatted Development Scheme (01-10 Acres) 
I. Norms for Group Housing/ Flatted Development Scheme (01-10 Acres) will be as per 

building code and building Bye-Laws 
II. Of the total Dwelling Unit’s, 20% to be reserved for EWS/LIG 

III. Additional FAR of 0.2 will be provided for EWS/LIG component 
IV. Regulations as mentioned under section 16.5 shall apply 

 

16.2 Small Integrated Housing Scheme (10 – 50 Acres) 
I. In order to ensure quality development, it is necessary that the developer submit the 

application along with following details for obtaining License  
II. Layout plan showing details of area to be utilized under plots, built up space, roads, open 

space for park, garden and play ground and other public utility and amenities, services 
and facilities. 

III. Details of nearby development (at least in the vicinity of 100 meters) along with its 
superimposition on sector plan/zonal plan. 

IV. Details of internal development works as per specifications  
V. Details of amenities provided; 

VI. Plan showing High Flood Level (HFL) of major lakes, water body, if any. 
VII. Applicant should have registered title documents or registered power of attorney or 

registered development agreement in his favor. No un-registered documents will be 
accepted. 

                                       Norms for the Layout Plan 
 
I. In Residential and other schemes internal development works such as Construction of 

roads, sewerage network, Laying of power line, Street lighting, laying of Water supply 
lines, development of Water Sources (Tube well), ducting for road crossing, construction 
and development of parks and services area, provision of public amenities & utilities, 
plantation along roads sides and parks will be done by the developer or by the authority 
against the cost to be borne by the developer only. 

II. No water or power connection will be released by the concerned agency/department for 
such areas/scheme which has not been approved by the concerned local body. 

III. The Township / housing project won’t include land under the forest, water bodies, land 
falling within 100m from the HFL of the major lakes, dams land falling within 200m from 
the official boundary of Historical Monuments and places of Archaeological importance, 
Archaeological Monuments, Heritage Precincts, other restricted area.  

 
16.3 Large Integrated Township Schemes (Above 50 Acres) 

To ensure quality development, it is necessary that the developer submit the application 
along with following details: 
I. Layout plan showing details of area to be utilized under plots, built up space, roads, open 

space for park, garden and play ground and other public utility and amenities, services 
and facilities. 

II. Details of nearby development (at least in the vicinity of 100 meters) along with its 
superimposition on sector plan/zonal plan. 
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Norms for the Layout Plan 
S.No. Use Norms Remarks 

     1 

Residential/ Mix 
land use  

Norms as per 
Building Codes and 
Bye-Laws 

 

20% number of plots or flats in group 
housing schemes will be reserved for 
EWS/LIG people. Regulations 
provided at section 16.5 shall apply 

 
2 

Facilities/Open 
portion (Roads, 
parks and open 
spaces, schools, 
hospitals, etc.) 

Norms as per 
Building Codes and 
Bye-Laws 

 

   
 

 
I. The land would be contiguous in planning area.  

II. Applicant should have registered title documents or registered power of attorney or 
registered development agreement in his favor. Un-registered document won’t be 
accepted. 

III. No water or power connection will be released by the concerned agency/department for 
such areas/scheme which has not been approved by the concerned local body. 

IV. The Township / housing project won’t include land under the forest, water bodies, land 
falling within 100m from the HFL of the major lakes, dams land falling within 200m from 
the official boundary of Historical Monuments and places of Archaeological importance, 
Archaeological Monuments, Heritage Precincts, other restricted area.  
 

 
16.4 Special Township Scheme (Area above 50 Acres) 
 

                                       Norms for the Layout Plan 
S.No. Use Norms Remarks 

1 

Residential/ Mix 
land use  

Norms as per 
Building Codes and 
Bye-Laws 

 

20% number of plots or flats in group 
housing schemes will be reserved for 
EWS/LIG people. Regulations 
provided at section 16.5 shall apply 

 
2 

Facilities/Open 
portion (Roads, 
parks and open 
spaces, schools, 
hospitals, etc.) 

Norms as per 
Building Codes and 
Bye-Laws 

 

   
 

 
 

16.5 Twenty percent dwelling units in flatted group housing projects and 20% of number of 
plots/DUs will be reserved for EWS/LIG people preferably at cross-subsidized rates with 
upper cap fixed by Government as per Affordable Housing Policy norms along with all 
requisite facilities as per norms. 

However, the promoter will have the option of providing the housing to EWS/LIG, either 
in the same block/housing unit or some other suitable alternative place inside planning 
area with the consent of the concerned authority within a radius of 5 km aerial distance 
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from the actual site without altering the interdependencies between place of living and 
place of work. 

In case the Developer fails to provide housing to the EWS/LIG in the same housing 
unit/complex or ‘Shelter Fee’ equal to the cost given below will be collected at the time of 
approval of scheme. 

I. 1.5 times total cost of the flats reserved for EWS/LIG housing (land cost as per stamp 
duty of residential area + construction cost as per CPWD norms and specifications of 
EWS). This has to be declared by developer at the time of filing an application which 
will be approved by the local body/ authority. 

II. Any additional cost which may be necessary for the construction of EWS/LIG flats 
along with basic amenities at other alternative site by the development authority. 

III. The concerned Developing Authority will maintain a separate account for this fund to 
be used for the construction of EWS/LIG housing as well as for the maintenance of 
services etc. in the area. The Construction cost charged in lieu of the FAR reserved 
for EWS/LIG in housing unit/block will be refundable to the Promoter at the 
completion of the Project.  

IV. Additional FAR 0.2 shall be provided for EWS/LIG units  
 

16.6 Incentives to developer 
I. The developer is free to undertake any kind of construction on that portion of 

land which is other than the land used for affordable housing. On this extra land 
the developer is eligible to make commercial construction at 5% of the total 
construction on the same plot. 

II. The developer can be given exemption from municipal charges only for sub-
plots that are used for construction of EWS / LIG category houses. 

III.The developer is entitled to receive tax benefits announced for such projects by the 
Government and can be obtained from authorized department. 
 

17. Permissible FAR 
I. Norms of FAR shall be as per Master plan or as per the building code as applicable to the 

local body/authority  
II. Height restriction will be subjected to fire and structural safety norms. 

III. For notified redevelopment projects FAR would be extended up to 3. 
 

17.1 Purchasable FAR 
 Maximum 0.20 shall be permitted as purchasable FAR.     
 Formula for calculating Purchasable FAR  

C=Le x Rc x P  
Whereas,C= Charge, Le= Proportionate requirement of land (in sq. mts) for 
purchasable FAR i.e. Fp x100/FAR 
Fp= Additional floor area (in sq.mts) permissible as per purchasable FAR 
Rc =current Residential sector rate of land fixed by the development Authority or circle 
rate of land fixed by district Magistrate  
P=Purchasable factor, whose value for different land uses shall as under: 

a. Residential 0.40 
b. Purchasable FAR shall be allowed with following conditions 
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i. No construction shall be allowed beyond the limit of maximum permissible 
ground coverage. 

ii. Parking Facilities shall be provided as per the building by laws. 
iii. NoC from Airport Authority of India/Competent authority shall be obtained 

for height of the building (where applicable). 
 
17.2 Green FAR 

Additional FAR equal to 0.15 shall be granted to developers/project which will get green 
building certificate from Griha or IGBC. (Min rating 4 to 5 star from Griha or IGBC)  
 

18. Housing Schemes/Townships through Private Partnership 
 Development authorities in partnership with some private developer would develop integrated 
housing /townships schemes by adopting a suitable PPP model. The authority would engage 
a financially viable private developer based on a competitive bidding parameter. The 
developer will maintain the colony and perform all municipal functions up to 5 years from the 
completion of the project. The affordable social housing component can be met from the 
development of integrated townships and special townships through plot and flat reservations 
on subsidized rates. In such cases where private lands are involved, the authority will adopt 
suitable land pooling models either in partnership with land owners or through a private 
developer by granting him a license valid for a period of three years extendable by another 
two years.  
 

19. Sale for Township/Housing Schemes Developed in PPP Mode 
I. Advertisement for the plot booking & flats will be floated by the authority as per allotment 

rules 
II. Separate account for all the money received by authority with respect to a particular 

township will be opened and money to the developer will be released by authority within 
30 days. 
 

20. Eligibility for Registration of Developers for Integrated Housing/Township 
Scheme to get requisite License 

Any developer or a consortium or in JV fulfilling the following criteria will be eligible to apply 
for a housing project: 

I. Having minimum three years’ experience in the building construction works and should 
have a good track record of quality construction. 

II. Total net worth (Reserve & Capital) of last three years (of the company or its sister 
concern or consortium) should be equivalent to at least 20% of the project cost (excluding 
land cost). 

III. In case of a scheme involving land assembly, the developer will prove his financial 
capacity required for payment of compensation to the owners/suitable agreement with 
owners 

IV. The developer should have at least executed minimum 2.0 acres residential/commercial 
or other type of construction works in single project during last three years. 

V. In case of projects measuring more than 25 acres, the developer (standalone / JV / SPV) 
shall possess at least 20% of the desired project/scheme area while applying for the 
registration of the scheme. The developer shall sign a MoU with the concerned authority 
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for land assembly which will be completed within one year from the date of signing of 
MoU. 

 
21. Selection of site, eligible developers & approval of project for Integrated 

Housing/Township Scheme 
I. Care must be exercised for selection of site which should be in vicinity to existing 

infrastructure and transport network to reduce the burden on the ULBs. The 
developer/promoter would be adequately assisted in acquiring fast- track clearances by 
means of Common Application Form/ Single window clearances. 

II. Development Authority will invite, evaluate and award the expression of interest for 
construction of houses in various towns/Master plan area from interested developers 
/promoters through open transparent bidding. Development Authority would constitute 
committees to award and monitor the construction of the houses as per the prescribed 
guidelines. 

III. The private developer / promoter shall, within 30 days from the date of in-principle 
approval given by Development Authority submit application and other requisite 
documents to the concerned authority for conversion of land usage wherever required 

 
22. Role of J&K Housing Board/Development Authority 

I. To Prepare action plan and programmers to meet the housing shortage and supply of 
land for housing particularly for EWS/LIG Sections during the next 5/10 years. 

II. To ensure that developer is following the rules issued by development Authority. 
III. Land Bank Creation. 
IV. Cross subsidization of land cost of EWS/LIG to bring down the cost of the category of 

houses to affordable limits. 
V. Deposit works of Government departments related to housing and habitat activities. 

 
23. Mixed Land use including Housing in Industrial Areas in Small & mid-size Towns 

Large chunks of land are lying vacant in some of the industrial areas in smaller towns mainly 
on account of sick/closed units for more than 10 years and with no revival package/plan 
sanctioned for such units. In order to fulfill housing requirements of small and mid-size towns, 
conversion of such big chunks of land with each plot having more than 5 Acres of area would 
be considered for mixed land use including residential plotting. In such schemes minimum 
30% area will be kept for internal roads, open area, services and other facilities since some 
common facilities have already been provided at the level of the concerned industrial area. All 
internal and external development works will be carried out by the developer/owner. 
Conversion charges for such mixed land use/residential schemes will be decided by H&UDD 
& Industries Department. 
 

24. Commercial Area and Mixed Land use along growth corridors 
Mixed land use would be provided in Master Plan based on identified growth corridors and 
minimum road width/Right of Way (ROW) to ensure planned provisions for commercial 
activities without encumbrance to adjoining areas. 
 

25. Issuance of Completion Certificate 
I. It will be ensured that the residential or commercial schemes are approved in a phased 
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manner (based on stages of construction) wherein building permits and development 
permits will be granted in phases and provided for RERA Act. However, it would be 
necessary for each phase to be geographically contiguous and to be self-contained in 
terms of basic infrastructure. 

II. The internal development works carried out by the developer would be as per the 
specifications mentioned or as per requirements of authority. On completion of the Internal 
Development works, the developer must submit a certificate to this effect. Such certificate 
is mandatory requirement at the time of handing over of the scheme for maintenance to 
the Local Authority. 

III. However, it is mandatory that the developers complete all the internal developmental 
works within time frame as per Table from the date of approval of the layout. 

IV. Authority may allow proportionate releasing of the withheld plots based on the 
development of any part of the scheme after getting a report from the Registered 
Chartered Engineer, with regard to development of the Township. 

 
26. External/ Peripheral Development Charges 

I. For Towns population up to ten thousand INR 100/- per sqm 
II. For Towns above ten thousand up to fifty thousand INR 150/-per sqm 

III. For Towns with population above fifty thousand INR 200/-sqm 
IV. Guidelines for EDC are as follows: 

a) In case of developed areas of any town (where basic infrastructure like approach 
road of at least 18meters width and power line is available within a radius of 
500meters), EDC of Rs.100/-per square meter would be charged. 

b) For providing water supply, power lines and sewer connection separate charges 
would be payable to the concerned agency as and when this work is taken up. For 
providing water supply the developer may develop source of water at his own cost. 
However, developer may get water line to the township from Irrigation & Public 
Health Department (I&PH) for which the developer has to pay the demand raised 
by PHE. 

c) For delay in payment of EDC, 12% simple rate of interest shall be charged from the 
due date. 

d) The amount, deposited as EDC, shall be kept in a separate fund in the authority. 
The authority shall utilize this fund for providing external/peripheral development in 
the particular area after an assessment of the local infrastructure requirements. 

e) The government shall have full rights for the revision of the EDC as deemed 
necessary from time to time. 

f) On receiving the EDC, the authority will complete the external development works 
normally within 3 years’ time frame from the date of release of layout plan. 
 

27. Joint Ventures (JV) 
Small Real Estate Developers will be encouraged to participate in large scale Affordable and 
other projects. Such aggregator roles may also be taken up by development authorities and 
Housing Board. 
 

28. RERA Order Implementation 
In order to ensure the implementation of RERA orders, a judicial officer would be empowered 
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and to be posted at the authority to act as an Executing Officer to ensure recovery of interest, 
penalty and compensation. 
 

29. Employability & Technical Capabilities 
It is important to have a sound HRD roadmap to strengthen the professionals (skilled and 
unskilled) associated with this sector. 

 

I. Vocational Certification Courses 
Polytechnic Colleges and Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) will be equipped with facilities 
to promote certification courses related on-site construction and management viz. site 
surveyors, site inspectors etc. 
 

II. Certification courses for Real Estate Agents/Managers/Brokers 
There will be certification courses on real estate development and management, brokerage 
and market analysis to assess the demand and supply in the real estate sector for the real 
estate agents / managers / brokers. These will be developed in collaboration with the Real 
Estate Regulatory Authority. 
 

30. Real Estate Finance 
The shift of the emphasis of the government of India from subsidy-based system to cost 
recovery-cum-subsidy, makes the affordable finance as a critical input for housing and 
infrastructure services. Various initiatives have been taken at the national level in the recent 
past to restructure the housing credit system in the country, resulting in lowering of interest 
rates, subsidy in the interest rates, simplification of procedure and a sharp rise in the net 
inflow of housing credit. Efforts will be made to significantly scale up the net inflow of housing 
credit in the UT. In this direction Government will persuade the National Housing Bank, 
HUDCO, financial institutions, commercial banks and insurance sector to extend the network 
of their operations in Jammu and Kashmir to provide affordable housing credit to the people. 
In this regard Government will take up the matter with the Financial Institutions /Banks.  
 

31. Exclusive Sand/Mineral Mining Blocks 
Exclusive Sand/Mineral Mining Blocks shall be allocated to the development authorities by 
Industries & Commerce Department for carrying out their development activities. 
Development authorities may permit private developers to use these blocks after payment 
of requisite fee as notified by the Government. 

 
32. Compliances 

Situated anywhere in the UT, the housing scheme/project will be complying to the master 
plan land use policy, Development Code, Building Codes, design and safety standards, 
relevant Acts, rules & regulations etc. In case of minor deviations especially on account of 
design requirements, the government would consider such cases for compounding as 
provided in the byelaws or as per the notification to be issued by the Housing & Urban 
Development Department. Similarly, in case of setback norms, reciprocal to height 
regulations will be per the master plan norms or as the Government by notification may deem 
necessary. 

33. Incentives for Developers 
I. 100% exemption on stamp duty, land use change fee, permission, fee for the housing 
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component for EWS/LIG groups. 
II. External Development Charges (EDC) would be waved off by 50% for timely completion 

of EWS/Affordable Housing Project. 
III. Improved Commercial use - For cross-subsidization for affordable housing projects by 

allowing upto 5% for integrated housing/township schemes and up to 10% for affordable 
housing schemes of the total construction in the same plot as elaborated above  

IV. Purchasable FAR 0.2 of permitted in addition to basic FAR 
V. Additional FAR for adopting green/energy efficient building standards - The Developers/ 

Promoters adopting the Griha or IGBC as the green building standard shall be incentivized 
by granting additional FAR equal to 0.01 of the total FAR which shall be extended to such 
projects. 

VI. Fast track Clearances through single window Mechanism 
 

34. Miscellaneous Guidelines 
I. Advanced Architectural Concepts and Building Construction Technology 

Architects and engineers will be engaged and encouraged to evolve strategies and 
innovative designs for better livability in affordable housing market. 
 

II. Green and local construction material 
The use of green building and local construction building materials will be promoted, with a 
focus on energy and water conservation. Resource Centers will be empanelled to develop 
training programs customized for such initiatives.  
 

III. Architecture & Design  
Architectural designs of houses have significant bearing on the character and aesthetics of 
human settlements and the standardization of Technology. Different geographical regions 
of the UT have unique architectural heritage which has developed over the years according 
to the local climate, building materials, environment and heritage. Unfortunately, this 
tradition is badly threatened at many places by mindless copying of designs from outside 
are not in accordance with the local conditions. Government through urban local bodies, 
local authorities, will promote development of a range of model type designs of houses of 
different sizes and specifications that are in harmony with the local environment.  
 

IV. Horticulture and Plantation 
All roads will have plantation tree guards on both sides having minimum two trees per plot 
subject to minimum of 30 trees per acre of the gross area. Trees of heights more than 5ft. 
would be planted. All the parks will be developed by the developer and maintained by the 
developer till the Township scheme is complete and handed over to the ULB or to the 
Resident Welfare Association/Society. 

 
V. Solid Waste Management 

The developer would submit a detailed plan for the disposal of solid waste management 
and ensure its implementation till the Scheme is handed over to ULB/Resident Welfare 
Body or any other entity. 

 
VI. Urban Design 

The urban form, height and bulk within the township will concur with the following 
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parameters. 
I. Homogenous Grain 

Similar size plots would be aligned together along roads of similar widths. However, 
these may vary with varying use categories. As a general principle it will be preferable 
to have smaller plots on roads of smaller ROW and bigger plots on roads of bigger 
ROW. 

II. Homogenous Building Typology 
Buildings aligned along a street will have common build-to-line, height and façade 
treatments to lend a consistent character to the space. 

III. Consistent Landscaping 
Continuous green ways interlinking water bodies and other recreational areas would 
be considered. 

 
VII. NMV & Pedestrian Network  

The townships would have an independent network of movement for non-motorized 
vehicles (NMV) and pedestrians integrated with the network for vehicular movement, 
transportation stops and terminals. These must be well connected with the location. 
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